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	Genuine Toyota Parts


TOYOGUARD Platinum  continues that peace of mind after your ToyotaCare  ends by providing additional services and maintenance for up to 5 additional years or 60,000 additional miles. Read on for more information or call 888-851-2722. 
Select Your Dealer



Toyoguard Platinum
The Toyota Maintenance Plan, ToyotaCare comes with every new Toyota and covers all factory-recommended scheduled maintenance on your Toyota for the first 2 years or 25,000 miles. TOYOGUARD Platinum  continues that peace of mind after your ToyotaCare ends by providing additional services and maintenance for up to 5 additional years or 60,000 additional miles. Read on for more information or call 888-851-2722.
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Toyoguard Value
The TOYOGUARD Platinum  extended maintenance plan provides the following additional services after your ToyotaCare  expires. For more information on each TOYOGUARD Service click below or call 888-851-2722
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Oil ChangesTire RotationsRoadside AssistanceRental Car AssistanceProtective Coating
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Sorry, we couldn't find any dealers in your selected area. Please try expanding your search area, or enter a new location.




You May Also Be Interested In
X Series
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View Accessories
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Clear Paint Protection
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